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Dr. Mallika Sen, FHI Advisor

ALWAYS FLY HIGHER!
Earned her PhD in cognitive and developmental psychology from the University of Bristol, UK;
where she specialised in studying the development of learning and memory systems in
children. She has also completed her Masters in Neuroscience from Oxford University, UK.

"Being a part of the FHI community has been truly

inspiring - the team is passionate, vibrant and

bursting with ideas. Most importantly, everyone I

have met has been genuinely committed to the

cause of bettering the lives of children who are

less fortunate than them. In today's world having

mastery over skills like critical thinking, creativity,

effective communication and teamwork are crucial

to building a successful and fulfilling life.

Watching as children blossom during the

workshops and eagerly engage with the

volunteers has been a remarkable experience. As

we set foot in the new year, I look forward to

continuing my journey with FHI and hope that they

achieve greater heights, higher goals and always

fly higher!"

 Message from Dr. Mallika Sen
 November event – FHI Delhi
 December event – FHI Pune
 Volunteer experience
 Feedback – Volunteer and
School Management
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MUSIC, ART & THEATER
DELHI - NOVEMBER 2019
Text by Sana Shaikh

movements. This enabled children to

understand team work & to go a step ahead

with their creativity skills. 

By now, the kids were more energetic than

before & we moved on to The Rhythm Game.

Each group of 10 children with a volunteer

were taught interesting combinations of

clapping & stomping. Those combinations had

to be memorized & recreated, which resulted

in a pleasing rhythm echoing around the

school. The winner group was picked on the

basis of best memorization skills.

The last & the best activity was The Talent

Show. This activity was an opportunity for the

children to show everyone their talent &

creativity. Children were asked to perform

solo/in a group by singing, dancing/acting as a

freedom fighter of their choice. Our volunteers

helped them with one-liners to enact the

freedom fighter. This activity boosted

confidence of children to perform & enhance

their social skills. The enthusiastic

participation, happiness & energy of

Pehchaan- the Street School was truly

commendable. At the end, it was wonderful

listening to the children what they learnt from

all the activities & how they would implement

them in their day to day lives.

Kudos to the young minds of our country!

On 10th November, FHI Delhi team came

together for the children of Pehchaan- The

Street School, to conduct an event on the

theme - Music, Art & Theater. The theme

spells fun & creativity, which are important

factors to capture minds of children. Motor

skills, confidence, decision making, visual

learning, accountability etc, are some skills

amongst other that can be learnt from this

theme, which children can grasp & implement

in daily life.

The FHI Delhi team consisting of city

coordinators, event coordinators & volunteers,

came up with fantastic activities carefully

planned for the children. The event saw 70

kids from the street school aged between 5-

15 years & the volunteers were 17 in total. 

The three-hour event kicked off with the Group

Art activity in which each team of children & a

volunteer were given colors along with a chart

paper. Each group used their imagination,

brainstormed ideas & showcased their creative

side on the chart paper. The result was

amazing drawings put together in a span of

30 minutes.

The event continued with Enacting Poems.

Each group with the help of a volunteer, were

asked to come up with a fun poem of 8-10

lines in 15 minutes. The groups enacted their

poems with catchy actions & 

‘The smiles of all the
beautiful children
that we deal with are
priceless..
volunteering with FHI
not only gives you a
sense of contentment
but also teaches
qualities like team
management, team
work, event co-
ordination, etc.’

Vishal Dugar
FHI Chennai



REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE
PUNE - DECEMBER 2019
Text by Apurva Prabhudesai

FHI Pune team conducted an event on the

theme Reduce-Reuse-Recycle on 15th of

December, 2019 at Sarvesham Seva Sangh

which houses 15 underprivileged girls of the

age 6-14 years. The purpose behind this theme

was to provide a practical approach to

sustainable living right from childhood.

The event began with a interactive session

where the volunteers explained the meaning of

the 3Rs ie. Reduce-Reuse-Recycle. The children

were educated about its importance and why it

was the need of the hour. The kids were asked

about the utilisation of each ‘R’ in their daily

lives. This made them ponder, and they came

up with good ideas and suggestions on their

own. Many shared how they have been

following sustainable living in a few aspects of

their life. This was appreciated by the 18

volunteers present there and we encouraged

them to continue the good work.

The next activity was fun-filled and enjoyable.

It included making items from old newspapers

for practical uses like bags, caps and boxes and

decorative items like flowers, birds, etc.

Everyone was totally engrossed in making the

items. Soon, the children were proud owners

of at least a few items and that happiness

radiated from their smiles. This activity brought

out their creativity and proved to be a

wonderful 

learning experience for everyone as even the

volunteers got to learn from the children. 

The third activity which was based on

composting, was unique and different. Purvi

Agrawal, one of the volunteers had bought a

mini composter. All the children were curious

and eager to know what it was when it was

first taken out of the container. In the

beginning, the basics of waste management

was discussed, then the working of the mini

composter was explained in a manner every

child could understand easily. A small

demonstration was also given. The children

promised to use the mini composter for their

kitchen waste management and use the

compost generated as fertiliser for the plants in

the garden. This concept of utilizing the wet

waste generated in the home to make compost

in a simple manner was well received and

made everyone excited. 

The conservation of natural resources has

become a top priority for saving the

environment. Its importance cannot be taught

only by verbal communication. It needs to be

inculcated in our daliy lives. The activities

conducted helped in instilling the necessary life

skills in the children who are growing up to

become responsible citizens of the country.

‘Just back home after
my first event, & I
must say I am so
drained, so
exhausted after
laughing so hard
with the kids. I
thought I would
touch lives through
FHI, but it's the other
way round’

Selvalakshmi
Arullselvam
FHI Pondicherry
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‘Teaching children
about basic human
values such as
honesty, integrity,
being whole-hearted
and much more with
a touch of creative &
exemplifying delivery
of activities is what
FHI specialises in.’

Parth Shah
FHI Vadodara

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Text by Siddharth Dash, FHI Jaipur

the experience truly changed my perspective.

The theme was “Mind-Body-Soul” with

activities trying to inculcate values into the

children which would help them be better

people, be healthier and what is appropriate to

do in different situations and problems in life. 

It was a very humbling experience talking to

kids from such troubled backgrounds. It

instilled a sense of appreciation for all that

was in my life. It was also quite interesting to

see how knowledgeable the kids were for their

age! These interactions with them helped me

significantly in opening up with kids and

understand them to help them out better. It

felt very nice making these children happy, also

reminding me of my innocent childhood.

FHI gave me the platform to not only help

children in need through their innovative yet

simple methods, but also served as an impetus

for my self-development in many of the

aspects I was lacking in. It was fascinating to

see people from all walks of life, from doctors

to engineers to lawyers coming together to

fulfill one purpose, and that was to make the

children happy! It’s safe to say that this event

was one of my stepping stones in the shift to a

more mature perspective about life and I’m

really looking forward for more events in the

future six months down the line.

My story with FHI has been a story of significant

change. A change in perspective, outlook and a

rather indifferent person turned into a

sympathetic and nurturing one.

I had been looking to pursue a volunteering

experience for quite sometime until Fly Higher

India came knocking at my door with an

Instagram ad. Looking at their page gave a

very positive and a structured outlook about

the organisation, so I planned to enrol in it

without any hesitation. I was rather shy,

socially awkward, and indifferent to a lot of

social issues and not the best person to deal

with kids, but there was something very inviting

about the page which made me sign up without

any second thought.

On signing up, the welcome I received on the

group was quite heartwarming and it felt like I

had become part of a new family. The forum

quickly went on to discuss important matters.

What appealed to me was the structured

manner in which the theme and volunteers get

split among the activities. The format of the

organisation enables volunteers to bring out

their leadership skills by taking up roles for

every activity which not only helps the children

in need but the volunteers themselves.

My first activity was back in May 2019 in

Manna’s Children Home in Jaipur. As much as

the inner hermit was stopping me from going, 
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"My Journey as volunteer with FHI started way back in September 2017.. I was
participating in various CSR activities conducted at my workplace, but volunteering
with FHI changed the way I look at contributing to the society. At FHI we actually

engage with the underprivileged kids. The feeling & satisfaction you get is priceless
when you see so many happy faces, making us a part of their world without any

expectations. It also has given me a lot of learning, to be a better version of myself &
I’m very happy that FHI happened to me. I am a very proud FHI family member." 

 
Santosh Gurunath (Bangalore)

First volunteer with FHI 
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